
	  
LECTURE ELEVEN: THE AGE OF INNOCENCE 
The Van Der Luydens: Caricatures of Old New York, Chapter 7 | PBQ SKILLS 
	  
OVERVIEW 
 
TOPIC 
Write a critical commentary on the passage, relating it to the portrayal of Henry and Louisa van der 
Luyden here and elsewhere in the novel. 
 
THESIS 
The Van Der Luydens are presented to the reader as descending upon us through an elaborate display of the 
physical space they reign over, evinced through Wharton’s narrator’s ever critical and keen eye for detail, as well 
as Archer’s unflattering perspective. What the Archers’ visit to the palatial realm of the van der Luydens 
characterize is the clear-cut stratification of Old New York’s ‘small and slippery pyramid’ (39), depicting how the 
intricate adherence to social form and conventions are played out in order to sustain this tribal network. 
Moreover, we are also made privy to the current state in which Archer currently trains a critical eye towards his 
own culture without being completely repugnant of it, yet.  
 
METHODS 
1. Perspective: the Narrator describes and comments on the van der Luydens, also presenting Archer’s thoughts 
2. Tone: the narrator resumes her cold, distant tone but with a satirical touch towards the van der Luydens 
3. Motif: the image of an icy, cold, wintry and oppressive New York is presented (‘airless’, ‘glaciers’) 
4. Motif: the motif of death continues, where the van der Luydens are the living dead (‘gruesomely 
preserved…bodies’) 
5. Setting: the lavish interior of the van der Luydens’ Madison Avenue is described in vivid detail to establish a 
clear sense of high social position 
6. Symbol: the portrait as a representation of New York’s established ‘identity’ 
 
CONCERNS 
1. Social form & Conventions: Old New York as a hieroglyphic world marked by signs and symbols, protocol and 
traditions as well as gender relations, even as hierarchy determines these conventions 
2. The novel as bildungsroman: Archer’s disfavor and growing perturbation towards the van der Luydens and what 
they represent 
 
QUESTIONS 
1. How does the presentation of the van der Luyden house and ‘atmosphere’ act as a follow up from the concerns 
at the end of Chapter 6? 
2. What is Archer’s perspective of the van der Luydens and how is this significant in relation to his experience of 
the ‘powerful engine’ that is Old New York? 
3. How do Mrs van der Luyden’s direct speech and the narrator’s observations of her tone convey a sense of the 
role and expectations of women in Old New York? 
4. In what ways are the van der Luydens symbolic of Old New York’s social form and conventions? 
 



UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL 
1. Considering the prompt; the characters of the van der Luydens, we then know to track what it is that 
their characters are meant to represent in terms of concerns (WHY) and to highlight HOW through 
the specific methods they accomplish this (as character representations, not as people we know and 
hate to love).  
2. As the PBQ demands close analysis within a specific context, here being Chapter 7, let’s grasp 
methods first, then link to concerns. 
3. On a first reading, parse the passage into its various perspectives. Annotate the left-hand side of the 
passage to denote the perspective (e.g N for narrator, A for Archer, mrs VDL, etc) 
-is the narrator the most dominant voice? If so, is she commenting on society or a character? In what 
tone? 
-is Archer’s perspective prevalent? If so, do we gain access to his thoughts, what he sees or his direct 
discourse? Also pay attention to narrative interjections.  
-is the passage structured around description or a conversation? Also pay attention to where the 
narrator interjects or comments on these characters and their views.  
4. Only after identifying perspective should you look into identifying patterns: motifs, setting, tone and 
diction (narrator’s choice of words or a character’s). If you detect a key word (e.g sovereign, sacerdotal), 
do try to spot a relevant pattern! These can be lexical patterns (e.g pinched, flat) or more grammatical 
patterns (e.g of course, always, well). 
5. After identifying these methods, start thinking about relevant concerns in the context of the passage. 
For instance, which aspect of Old New York’s social code is being fleshed out here? At which point of 
the bildungsroman is the passage located? 
 
 
	  

It was all very well to tell yourself in advance that Mrs. van der Luyden was 

always silent, and that, though non-committal by nature and training, she was very 

kind to the people she really liked. Even personal experience of these facts was 

not always a protection from the chill that descended on one in the high-ceilinged 

white-walled Madison Avenue drawing-room, with the pale brocaded armchairs so 

obviously uncovered for the occasion, and the gauze still veiling the ormolu mantel 

ornaments and the beautiful old carved frame of Gainsborough's "Lady Angelica 

du Lac." 

Mrs. van der Luyden's portrait by Huntington (in black velvet and Venetian 

point) faced that of her lovely ancestress. It was generally considered "as fine as a 

Cabanel,” and, though twenty years had elapsed since its execution, was still "a 

perfect likeness."  Indeed the Mrs. van der Luyden who sat beneath it listening to 

Mrs. Archer might have been the twin-sister of the fair and still youngish woman 
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drooping against a gilt armchair before a green rep curtain. Mrs. van der Luyden 

still wore black velvet and Venetian point when she went into society—or rather 

(since she never dined out) when she threw open her own doors to receive it. Her 

fair hair, which had faded without turning grey, was still parted in flat overlapping 

points on her forehead, and the straight nose that divided her pale blue eyes was 

only a little more pinched about the nostrils than when the portrait had been 

painted. She always, indeed, struck Newland Archer as having been rather 

gruesomely preserved in the airless atmosphere of a perfectly irreproachable 

existence, as bodies caught in glaciers keep for years a rosy life-in-death. 

Like all his family, he esteemed and admired Mrs. van der Luyden; but he 

found her gentle bending sweetness less approachable than the grimness of some 

of his mother's old aunts, fierce spinsters who said "No" on principle before they 

knew what they were going to be asked. 

Mrs. van der Luyden's attitude said neither yes nor no, but always appeared to 

incline to clemency till her thin lips, wavering into the shadow of a smile, made the 

almost invariable reply: "I shall first have to talk this over with my husband." 

She and Mr. van der Luyden were so exactly alike that Archer often wondered 

how, after forty years of the closest conjugality, two such merged identities ever 

separated themselves enough for anything as controversial as a talking-over. But 

as neither had ever reached a decision without prefacing it by this mysterious 

conclave, Mrs. Archer and her son, having set forth their case, waited resignedly 

for the familiar phrase. 

Mrs. van der Luyden, however, who had seldom surprised any one, now 

surprised them by reaching her long hand toward the bell-rope. 

"I think," she said, "I should like Henry to hear what you have told me." 

A footman appeared, to whom she gravely added: "If Mr. van der Luyden has 

finished reading the newspaper, please ask him to be kind enough to come." 

She said "reading the newspaper" in the tone in which a Minister's wife might 

have said: "Presiding at a Cabinet meeting"—not from any arrogance of mind, but 

because the habit of a life-time, and the attitude of her friends and relations, had 

led her to consider Mr. van der Luyden's least gesture as having an almost 
sacerdotal importance. 

      Her promptness of action showed that she considered the case as pressing as 

Mrs. Archer; but, lest she should be thought to have committed herself in advance, 
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she added, with the sweetest look: "Henry always enjoys seeing you, dear Adeline; 

and he will wish to congratulate Newland." 

The double doors had solemnly reopened and between them appeared Mr. 

Henry van der Luyden, tall, spare and frock-coated, with faded fair hair, a straight 

nose like his wife's and the same look of frozen gentleness in eyes that were 

merely pale grey instead of pale blue. 

Mr. van der Luyden greeted Mrs. Archer with cousinly affability, proffered to 

Newland low-voiced congratulations couched in the same language as his wife's, 

and seated himself in one of the brocade armchairs with the simplicity of a reigning 

sovereign.  

(Ch 7, p42-44)	  
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WHAT’S GOIN ON (BEFORE + HERE + MAIN IDEAS) 
Prior to this passage and our characters’ presence at the van der Luyden home, we were informed in 
Chapter 6 of the ‘catastrophe’ that has been flung upon the Archers, whereby the invitation to the 
Lovell Mingott dinner (an elaborate display or sign of the announcement of the Countess Olenska’s 
presence in New York) has been in fact turned down by almost everyone on the guest list; a marked 
reflection of their ‘determination not to meet the Countess Olenska’ (39). It is also pertinent to note 
that at this point, our protagonist has already demonstrated some awareness of the ‘kind of 
hieroglyphic world’ he exists within, ‘where the real thing was never said or done or even thought’ (36) 
along with some recognition of Ellen having ‘stirred up old settled convictions’ (35) within him. The 
passage therefore draws us into the van der Luyden household mainly to have Wharton’s narrator show 
us how subtly they lord their social clout over their underlings in the social pyramid, yet rally alongside 
members of their own tribe when their reputations are at stake. Thus, the passage simultaneously 
enhances our understanding of Archer’s mounting disapprobation towards the intricate workings of 
his tribal network, even as it employs the van der Luydens to be symbolic representations of the extent 
of which specific conventions define the dance of manners in Old New York society.  
 
OLD NEW YORK CRIBS: THE VAN DER LUYDENS 
In the first two paragraphs, the collection of details provided through Wharton’s narrator of the setting 
of the van der Luyden household; ‘the high-ceilinged white-walled Madison Avenue drawing-room’, ‘pale 
brocaded armchairs’ (so obviously uncovered for the occasion), ‘the gauze still veiling the ormolu mantel 
ornaments’, ‘the beautiful old carved frame of Gainsborough’s “Lady Angelica du Lac”, accentuates the 
focus that setting lends to the machinations of Old New York society, specifically in showcasing their 
obsession with evidence of wealth, appearances and tradition as well as specific ideals of beauty and 
value. While ornamental in quality these items highlight an elaborate attention to external evidence of 
“worth/value”, in order to justify and perhaps confirm their owners’ position as arbiters/indicators of 
status, style and taste.  



 
Wharton’s narrator also employs specific allusions to physical pieces of art as seen through ‘the beautiful 
old carved frame of Gainsborough’s “Lady Angelica du Lac”, ‘portrait by Huntington, “as fine as a 
cabanel” and its associated symbolism to concretise their importance further. Their possession of the 
portrait, as well as the van der Luydens’ claim to relation through it, legitimizes their aristocratic status 
and position, steeped in tradition and heritage. The very fact of the van der Luydens ‘reigning sovereign’ 
over the ‘small and slippery pyramid’ that is Old New York society is also almost incumbent upon the 
possession of the physical accoutrements that render their position not only valid but also irrevocable. 
Moreover, it suggests and echoes Old New York’s preoccupation with specific standards of beauty and 
an unspoken but perfectly understood respect for timelessness in their regard for it.  The idea of the 
portrait being still “a perfect likeness” and Mrs. van der Luyden who ‘still [wears] black velvet and 
Venetian point’, her hair being ‘still parted in flat overlapping points on her forehead’ is also telling as the 
depiction of Mrs. van der Luyden’s constancy (as conveyed by the repetition and tone embedded in the 
word “still”) in how she upholds standards of beauty, at least when in full view of society, emphasise on 
her being a representation of Old New York – a mirror of the ‘shabby red and gold boxes’ at the 
Academy of Music and the ‘time-blurred substances’ at the museum. This also echoes how as an 
extension of the objects within her home, even in personal ornamentation, Mrs. van der Luyden too has 
become a societal artifact through Wharton’s preservation and appreciation of the traditions of her age. 
 
THE WAY ARCHER SEES THEM 
Moreover, the critical, almost mocking tone with which Wharton presents us with the visual 
representation of these objects and its associated mores also serve as a pointed signpost for us to access 
not only how we are meant to perceive Old New York society, but also Archer’s keen and gradually 
mounting criticism of these seemingly frivolous modes of living.  Even as the physical features, textures 
and objects of the van der Luyden household, such as ‘the gilt armchair’, are depicted in their grandeur 
and decadence, they are also simultaneously shown to be simply what is passively inherited. Hence, 
from Archer’s perspective, they are cold and oppressive in spite of the resplendence they may originally 
possess. Archer’s critical point of view, having had his ‘old settled convictions stirred up’ in the previous 
chapter, is used to deride the van der Luydens’ time-worn qualities.	  This is supported through the 
echoes of the recurring motifs such as the motifs of ‘death’ and ‘ice’. 
 
 

She always, indeed, struck Newland Archer as having been rather gruesomely  preserved in the 

airless atmosphere of a perfectly irreproachable existence, as bodies  caught in  glaciers  keep for years a 

rosy life-in-death. 

 
What motifs are employed in the above extract through Archer’s perspective and what are the effects? 
 
Methods + Evidence  Effects/Purpose 
Motifs:  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Perspective/Tone: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Death; the imbuement of a sense of lifelessness, preservation, unnatural, airless 
Ice; frigid rigidity, harsh, fixedness 
Tone/syntax; anthropological almost as though Mrs. VDL was a study of her species, being studied 
Concerns; conformity, mild, sameness, debilitating oppression, unapproachable 
 
WHO DON’T RUN THE WORLD (YET) 
Wharton’s sardonic narrator underscores the subordination of women through depicting Mrs. van der 
Luyden as not having an “original idea” or even if she did, she demonstrates the need to always, 
‘invariably’ defer to one’s husband/male counterpart. 
 
"I shall first have to talk this over with my husband." (line 29) 
She and Mr. van der Luyden were so exactly alike that Archer often wondered how, after forty years of the 
closest conjugality, two such merged identities ever separated themselves enough for anything as 
controversial as a talking-over. (lines 31-32) 
 
She said "reading the newspaper" in the tone in which a Minister's wife might have said: "Presiding at a 
Cabinet meeting"—not from any arrogance of mind, but because the habit of a life-time, and the attitude of 
her friends and relations, had led her to consider Mr. van der Luyden's least gesture as having an almost  
sacerdotal  importance. (lines 41-45) 
 
The sardonic tone of the narrator’s is detected through a pattern of hyperbole thought the diction describing 
Mr. van der Luyden as sacrosanct conveying the extent of Mrs. Van der Luyden’s devout servitude; ‘so 
exactly’, ‘closest’, ‘ever’ and ‘in the tone in which a Minister’s wife might have said’. The idea of veneration, also 
mocks the elevation that Mrs. Van der Luyden bestows upon her husband, overly revering him by 
granting ‘sacerdotal importance’, simultaneously effacing herself. It is also worth noting that it is a 
combination of perspectives that collectively serve to present this strain of the tone in capturing the 
irony of it all. The narrator’s perspective works alongside the direct discourse of ‘I shall first have to talk 
this over’, effectively articulating the necessity of deference. 



 
Moreover, the notion of the impossibility of being a separate, whole individual as shown through ‘merged 
identities’ carries forward from the established expectations of women whereby ‘“nice” women […] 
would never claim [any] kind of freedom and are in fact placidly happy to accept being moulded in 
‘creation[s] of factitious purity’ (37).  The idea of a ‘talking-over’ being deemed as ‘controversial’ too 
highlights the preposterous nature that a woman could possibly have anything valid to say/opine about; a 
thread that will resonate particularly in Chapter 10 when Archer’s slight towards women’s “instincts” to 
be subservient to the man, and how tradition has bound May within a “set script” of dialogue that she 
does not veer away from is revealed. Hence, Mrs. Van der Luyden here is presented as one of the 
gatekeepers of women’s behaviour in Old New York, responsibly acting out ‘the culture’s insistence on 
feminine innocence’. 
 
ON TOP OF THE FOOD CHAIN 
The pomp and pageantry presented through the eventual appearance of Mr. van der Luyden and the 
entire orchestration of the Archers’ visit seems to be another manifestation of the ‘autumn tribunal’ 
presiding over the little lives of the rest of their kind. 
 
The double doors had solemnly reopened and between them appeared Mr. Henry van der 
Luyden… (lines 50-52) 
 
Mr. van der Luyden greeted Mrs. Archer with cousinly affability, proffered to Newland low-voiced 
congratulations couched in the same language as his wife's, and seated himself in one of the brocade 
armchairs with the simplicity of a reigning sovereign. (lines 54-57) 
 
 
The manner in which Mr. van der Luyden merely ‘appears’ as the ‘double doors [are] solemnly 
reopened’, and is not depicted to actually walk into the room seems to attribute him with godlike or 
kingly powers, further accentuating his ‘sacerdotal importance’. The fact that the Archers’ fate rests in 
his hands and the tremors of assurance already emanating from his presence before them clearly enacts 
the tribal law being held in place by its pre-appointed judiciaries, as we will see subsequently where Mr. 
van der Luyden does indeed employ his influence to set things right, standing guard over the impending 
slight to his relations. This is achieved through what could be termed a regal motif, as seen in the pomp 
and respect Mr. van der Luyden commands through his entrance and act of holding court. Thus, this 
renders the scene of the passage an open affront and elaborate staging of the influence that the van der 
Luydens hold as they perform their roles as citizens at the pinnacle of Old New York’s social pyramid. It 
also clearly concretises the unyielding nature of the age-old customs of their society and the 
importance with which each member of their class plays their respective roles in order to feed the 
system. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 



Hence, if the Age of Innocence as a novel is written ‘with the patience of a collector and the science of a 
naturalist’ then this passage effectively serves as a dissection of the overall study of the stratified 
anatomy of Old New York’s social matrix. This seemingly narrow scene in fact simultaneously elucidates 
the ritualistic performativity of social form and conventions, and recognises our protagonist’s growing 
critique and disaffection with his society’s intricate workings of its social machinery.  


